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About Tweebaa

Tweebaa is the world 1st multi-value based social media and Earning Commerce platform. Tweebaa challenges everyone in

the world to change their mindset regarding the way to make a living and earn a sizeable income.

In this extremely crowded and noisy space called the ‘Social Media/Social Network World’ there are large and powerful

companies who dominate and own this space; Amazon, Facebook/Instagram, Twitter, Google, Youtube and Wechat to

name a few.



They are extremely popular and people all over the world spend massive amounts of time, energy and money using them.

Companies all over the world, from individual, home based businesses, all the way up to Fortune 100 companies, are using

social media/networks to generate trillions of dollars of value and revenue annually. This started back in 1996-98 and has

increased in momentum, especially over the last decade.

Tweebaa is a disruptive technology and all set to become a world leader. With the spirit of altruism, it empowers people

with the means to earn by being themselves; to realize their own potential and monetize their personal value.

There is belief that Tweebaa’s cryptocurrencies will exceed other prominent coins in the very near future. This is because

Tweebaa can resolve fundamental social issues in a way that is not possible on other platforms. TweeBuck is the DeFi

crypto currency developed by Tweebaa, it is expected to become a leading currency in the world's decentralized finance

arena, as it finally realizes the vision and mission of Inclusive Finance. It will empower the individual to make their own

borrowing and lending rate decisions by holding TweeBuck crypto. Non-fungible token (NFT) is a cryptocurrency that is

indivisible with the unique feature of traceability, which is very popular. TweeBuck is an exclusive crypto that integrates NFT

into DeFi crypto scenarios. Everybody in Tweebaa’s ecosystem is NFT and Tweebaa empowers all NFT to be connected and

be able to be circulated around the globe very efficiently, optimizing its financial values.

Promotion Ambassador

Tweebaa would like to share our success, and we are offering an exciting prospect for you to become a TweeBuck

Promotion Ambassador to help us move forward and spread the word about our DeFi contribution to the world's

decentralized finance arena. We are providing the opportunity for you to join the Tweebaa team and make a difference.  To

become a real part of our mission to form a strong market consensus and increase the popularity of TweeB. A chance to

work alongside us and achieve our mission by becoming a positive energy model and market leader in the crypto world!

The reward and incentives offered to our Ambassadors are substantial. It is an opportunity to benefit and earn from our

progress as we move forward, and the potential for you is unlimited.

Join us in  making a huge difference in 2021, together we will be stronger!



How to become a Promotion Ambassador

1. Register with Tweebank APP, binding it to your Tweebaa App account.

2. Do KYC, real name authentication.

3. Buy 1 TweeBuck and stake it in TweeBank.

Support Tweebaa’s mission by holding 1 TweeBuck and staking it in TweeBank, to achieve attractive interest rewards. This is

a positive contribution to Tweebaa DeFi decentralized financial ecology.

4. Invite 5 friends to register and stake in TweeBank.

Then continue to invite more people to join, to let them know that everybody can create, enhance and monetize their

personal values with the empowerment of the Tweebaa platform.

Incentive Plan for TweeBuck Promotion Ambassador
Benefits of becoming a TweeBuck Promotion Ambassador

As a TweeBuck Promotion Ambassador, you can earn a lifetime passive reward income from Tweebaa. If you refer A to buy

TweeBuck and do staking in TweeBank, you are A’s lifetime referrer. Over time, if A keeps adding to their investment and

stakes more in TweeBank, you will automatically receive the reward on each transaction. The reward is trackable within

your TweeBank account. The amount of the referrer reward is based on A’s return on investment, the rate of your reward

and the amount of A’s return is proportionate, ie. the more A invests in TweeBank for staking and the longer the staking

lasts, the higher your reward rate will be. Reward details are as follows:

TweeBuck staking in
TweeBank  from the
referred investor

Under 60
TweeBuck

60-200
TweeBuck

200-500
TweeBuck

500-1000
TweeBuck

Above 1000
TweeBuck

Referrer’s rate of reward 8% 10% 12% 15% 30%



Example Incentive Reward:

If A buys 1000 TweeBuck and stakes them in TweeBank for one year, then A will receive a return of 1000 TweeBuck in

interest at the end of the year, making their total asset in TweeBank 2000 TweeBuck. The referrer will receive 30% of A’s

return, which will be 300 TweeBuck. Let’s say the market price of TweeBuck is US$228,  the referrer’s total reward is 300

TweeBuck  x US$228 = US$68400.

For details of the TweeBank Dual Benefit Staking Incentive, please go to the link at the end of this section.

Note: The referrer can track the reward amount in their TweeBank anytime. The reward is calculated at the investor’s

TweeBuck staking time and amount  staked in TweeBank. It is not calculated at the purchasing time or amount in the

exchange. For example if the investor bought 1 TweeBuck on February 18th, 2 TweeBuck on February 19th, 15 TweeBuck on

February 22nd then staked 12 TweeBuck in TweeBank on February 26th,  the reward calculation is based on this transaction.

1. The referral reward is received in the format of TweeBuck. With the increased popularity of the Tweebaa

ecosystem, the value of TweeBuck is expected to increase, and so the Tweebuck reward has real value-added

potential, which makes becoming a TweeBuck Promotion Ambassador, an even more exciting prospect. Everyone

wins; the referrers, the investors and Tweebaa!

2. Tweebaa will show appreciation to outstanding TweeBuck Promotion Ambassadors, as they actively share

Tweebaa’s positive energies, Tweebaa’s essence of altruism, to empower and inspire others in the community.

Besides the strong incentive monetary rewards, they would also receive a TweeBuck Promotional Ambassador

Medal and more gifts and rewards, as recognition for contributing to the success of TweeBuck.

3. Tweebaa encourages the TweeBuck Ambassador to grow their leadership, to build up their Tweebaa communities

within the Tweebaa App and other mediums, to train and influence more people to understand Tweebaa’s

Ecosystem platform, and inspire everybody to hold TweeBuck. Whether 1 TweeBuck or even 0.5 TweeBuck, every

contribution counts and is meaningful. Tweebaa will measure the performance of the TweeBuck Ambassadors,

and outstanding performers will have the opportunity join the Tweebaa core team, enjoying full time employees’

salary and benefits, receive a yearly and quarterly bonus, and help us to achieve the viral growth of TweeBuck by

introducing more people to the Tweebaa app and to stake in TweeBank.



4. Promotion Ambassadors will be able to clearly explain the exciting opportunity of the Dual Benefit Staking

Incentive. All the details are presented in the following document:

The following are more materials to be digested and fully understood as a qualified TweeBuck Promotion Ambassador.



Tweebaa’s
Vision and Mission
___________________________________________________________________________

Create a value social ecosystem where everyone can innovate and achieve without the need to pay for traffic.

Tweebaa is the pioneer of the Business 3.0. Our goal is to empower users to succeed, to help them create and increase

value, and overturn the Business 2.0 era. The goal of business is to maximize profits and capture users by creative means.

The Tweebaa platform is the pioneer of the world’s most innovative token economic ecological model. The exclusive TiV

core algorithm derives incentive systems and rights governance, so that earning a living, hobbies and socializing can all be

done on one single platform, by mining and amplifying the value of everyone. Tweebaa is making it possible for anyone to

earn a substantial income, and has created an empowering ecosystem where the blockchain subverts personal social value.

It is providing free resources to give everyone the opportunity to become self-sufficient, be commercial entities or product

creators, enabling them to achieve personal and financial gain from their interests, personalities, expertise, knowledge,

skills and talents. The promotion of such products will completely break the traditional monopoly model of paying to

attract traffic. Tweebaa is making it easier for the individual to sell products globally.



Steven Rockefeller

When Steven Rockefeller , the fifth-generation heir to the world’s first billionaire Rockefeller family, met Margaret Lei Wang,

the founder of Tweebaa, he was very excited as he immediately understood the core concept of the Tweebaa platform.

Tweebaa’s philosophy coincides with the philosophy practiced by the first generation of Rockefeller, and that is to work and

make money for more people; "Give a man a fish, and you'll feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish, and you've fed him for

a lifetime." Confucius.  Steven Rockefeller highly praises Margaret Lei Wang and firmly believes that Tweebaa will benefit

mankind and change the world. He not only endorses Tweebaa, but is also dedicated to the construction and development

of the concept, becoming a Tweebaa core team member.



Kevin Harrington

The concept of Tweebaa has global support. Kevin Harrington is the founder of DRTV, a mainstream pioneer industry with

annual sales of 250 billion US dollars. He is the originator of this innovative industry and the original shark on the popular

US TV show Shark Tank. Kevin is a very enthusiastic supporter of Tweebaa, and believes it to be a game changer, a disruptor

of the industry norm and the most advanced business model he has ever seen.

The Tweebaa team has invested more than 10 years of hard work to complete its unique innovative concept from the initial

idea. The Tweebaa APP has not yet entered the global official promotion stage, and has already achieved 100,000+ users.

What Tweebaa has created is a century-old creation that will change the way things are done from hereon in. The digital

currency derived from Tweebaa’s ecological concept will be the most valuable cryptocurrency in the crypto communities. It

should be owned and held, as it is worthy of long-term holding.

TWEE Token（Tweebaa）

TWEE is the world's most innovative token economic ecological model - the token of the Tweebaa ecosystem.

As we all know, Bitcoin is the number one token of blockchain technology, and TWEE is considered the number one token

for blockchain business applications. In terms of value, the commercial application of solving social pain points will be

advantageous. Technology itself cannot resolve differences between the wealthy and the poor, it cannot alleviate anxieties

or stress, and cannot influence the economy or individual livelihoods. This has been demonstrated in the former Internet

era. Yahoo was once the leader in Internet technology, but has been superseded by commercial applications that solve

many practical problems, such as Alibaba and WeChat, which have already exceeded 500 billion dollars in market value.



TWEE will not only create the world's first and only empowering ecosystem, but will also have its own public chain. The

TWEE public chain will be the most widely used ecological public chain in the world, and it will become the most used and

most useful single Blockchain open source public chain.

TweeB Token（TweeBuck）

The Tweebaa DeFi Eco-Token -- TweeB token, meets the actual financial needs for individuals to gain personal and

commercial value in the Tweebaa ecosystem. It empowers the creation of a social ecosystem of value, in which everyone

can innovate and achieve. TweeB's DeFi lending platform redefines the term "finance", making lending accessible and the

ecology of day-to-day life. Everyone will have the means to be a financier, a borrower, and realize financial democratization

and the introduction of inclusive finance for the masses.

This table helps illustrate the key

differences between TweeBuck (TweeB)

and other DeFi projects. First let’s take a

look at the differences in user base.

Existing DeFi projects are a liquidity mining game among exiting users in the cryptocurrency community. Therefore, new

users have lots of barriers to entry here. TweeBuck (TweeB) has a far greater target user base than any DeFi project on the

market. TweeBuck (TweeB) has a totally different business principle, which is an altruistic business philosophy. Because of

its connection to Tweebaa, TweeBuck (TweeB) users are part of Tweebaa’s earning commerce ecosystem and platform.



Tweebaa’s DeFi solution is based on users’ real needs. This is why it’s much more enticing for users to hold onto their

TweeBuck (TweeB) than other DeFi projects.

The TweeB token is a DeFi cryptocurrency based on real demand scenarios. To use an analogy, TWEE is equivalent to a

country (the new world), and TweeB (TweeBuck) is equivalent to the financial department/central bank of the new world,

and this financial department is a decentralized governance method, where currency holders govern together. At the same

time, they share the profits of the Finance Department (lending platform). The source of profit is possible because the

Finance Department provides undifferentiated financial needs for everyone in the new world, and provides the necessary

capital for the realization and increase of value for everyone and every business.

After years of efforts. The Tweebaa app, TWEE token and TweeB token (TweeBuck) set sail at the same time. At this stage,

the token holders are the earliest contributors, and the return is unlimited, along with the realization of the financial

freedom. Many people regret that they did not catch the investment opportunity at the time when using 10,000 bitcoins to

buy a pizza, but at this time, the derivative digital currency of Tweebaa is more valuable than the investment opportunities

of bitcoins.

As a DeFi token, TweeB and the growth of TWEE are complementary to each other.

According to the figures in the above form, you can see the strong value appreciation advantage of TweeB. Due to its

unique decentralized financial innovation concept, and supported by the deep ground of actual combat in the TweeB

ecosystem, it is destined to make a big impact in the crypto communities. People will be eager to participate in the crypto

communities because of the opportunity to plan and invest in their future ahead of time. Not only in term of financial gain,

but also their future competitiveness, health, happiness and quality of life. Join with Tweebaa, hold TweeB tokens, and

embrace a brighter future!

Read more
“TweeBank Dual Benefit Staking Incentive”

https://tweebaa.com/static/tweebank_incentive.pdf


Tweebaa, is defining the way forward and together we have a

bright and prosperous future.


